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Abstract
A strong converse theorem for the classical capacity of a quantum channel states that the
probability of correctly decoding a classical message converges exponentially fast to zero in the
limit of many channel uses if the rate of communication exceeds the classical capacity of the
channel. Along with a corresponding achievability statement for rates below the capacity, such
a strong converse theorem enhances our understanding of the capacity as a very sharp dividing
line between achievable and unachievable rates of communication. Here, we show that such a
strong converse theorem holds for the classical capacity of all entanglement-breaking channels
and all Hadamard channels (the complementary channels of the former). These results follow by
bounding the success probability in terms of a “sandwiched” Rényi relative entropy, by showing
that this quantity is subadditive for all entanglement-breaking and Hadamard channels, and by
relating this quantity to the Holevo capacity. Prior results regarding strong converse theorems
for particular covariant channels emerge as a special case of our results.

1

Introduction

One of the most fundamental tasks in quantum information theory is the transmission of classical
data over many independent uses of a quantum channel, such that, for a ﬁxed rate of communication, the error probability of the transmission decreases to zero in the limit of many channel uses.
The maximum rate at which this is possible for a given channel is known as the classical capacity
of the channel. Holevo, Schumacher, and Westmoreland (HSW) [30, 59] characterized the classical
capacity of a quantum channel N in terms of the following formula:
χ(N ) ≡

max

{pX (x),ρx }

I(X; B)ρ ,

(1)

where {pX (x), ρx } is an ensemble of quantum states, I(X; B)ρ ≡ H(X)ρ + H(B)ρ − H(XB)ρ is
the quantum mutual information, and H(A)σ ≡ −Tr{σ log σ} is the von Neumann entropy of a
∗
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state σ deﬁned on system A.1 In the above formula, the quantum mutual information I(X; B) is
computed with respect to the following classical-quantum state:
X
ρXB ≡
pX (x)|xihx|X ⊗ NA→B (ρx ),
(2)
x

for some orthonormal basis {|xi}, and the notation NA→B indicates that the channel accepts an
input on the system A and outputs to the system B.
For certain quantum channels, the HSW formula is equal to the classical capacity of the channel
[4, 1, 36, 38, 62, 24, 17, 40]. These results follow because the Holevo formula was shown to be
additive for these channels, in the sense that the following relation holds for these channels for any
positive integer n:

χ N ⊗n = n χ(N ).
However, in general, if one cannot show that the Holevo formula is additive for a given channel,
then our best characterization of the classical capacity is given by a regularized formula:

1
χ N ⊗n .
n→∞ n

χreg (N ) ≡ lim

The work of Hastings [28] suggests that the regularized limit is necessary unless we are able to ﬁnd
some better characterization of the classical capacity, other than the above one given by HSW. Also,
an important implication of Hastings’ result, which demonstrates a strong separation between the
classical and quantum theories of information, is that using entangled quantum codewords between
multiple channel uses can enhance the classical capacity of certain quantum channels, whereas it is
known that classically correlated codewords do not [30, 59, 71, 52].
Given the above results, one worthwhile direction is to reﬁne our understanding of the classical
capacity of channels for which the HSW formula is additive. Indeed, the achievability part of
the HSW coding theorem states that as long as the rate of communication is below the classical
capacity of the channel, then there exists a coding scheme such that the error probability of the
scheme decreases exponentially fast to zero. The converse part of the capacity theorem makes use
of the well known Holevo bound [29], and it states that if the rate of communication exceeds the
capacity, then the error probability of any coding scheme is bounded away from zero in the limit
of many channel uses.
Such a converse statement as given above might suggest that there is room for a trade-oﬀ
between error probability and communication rate. That is, such a “weak” converse suggests
that it might be possible for one to increase communication rates by allowing for an increased error
probability. A strong converse theorem leaves no such room for a trade-oﬀ—it states that if the rate
of communication exceeds the capacity, then the error probability of any coding scheme converges
to one in the limit of many channel uses. Importantly, a strong converse theorem establishes
the capacity of a channel as a very sharp dividing line between which communication rates are
achievable or unachievable in the limit of many channel uses.
Strong converse theorems hold for all discrete memoryless classical channels [76, 2]. Wolfowitz
employed a combinatorial approach based on the theory of types in order to prove the strong
converse theorem [75, 76]. Arimoto used Rényi entropies to bound the probability of successfully
decoding in any communication scheme (hereafter referred to as “success probability”) [2], as a
1
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counterpart to Gallager’s lower bounds on the success probability in terms of Rényi entropies [25].
Both the Wolfowitz and Arimoto approaches demonstrate that the success probability converges
exponentially fast to zero if the rate of communication exceeds the capacity.2 Much later, Polyanskiy
and Verdú generalized the Arimoto approach in a very useful way, by showing how to obtain a bound
on the success probability in terms of any relative-entropy-like quantity satisfying several natural
properties [56].
Less is known about strong converses for quantum channels. However, Winter [71] and Ogawa
and Nagaoka [52] independently proved a strong converse theorem for channels with classical inputs
and quantum outputs. For such channels, the HSW formula in (1) is equal to the classical capacity.
The proof of the strong converse in Ref. [71] used a combinatorial approach in the spirit of Wolfowitz.
Ogawa and Nagaoka’s proof [52] is in the spirit of Arimoto. Both these proofs or proof techniques
show that the strong converse holds for the Holevo capacity (HSW formula) when restricting to
codes for which messages are encoded as product states (cf. [72]).
After this initial work, Koenig and Wehner proved that the strong converse holds for the classical
capacity of particular covariant quantum channels [41]. Their proof is in the spirit of Arimoto—
they considered a Holevo-like quantity derived from the quantum Rényi relative entropy and then
showed that this quantity is additive for particular covariant channels. This reduction of the strong
converse question to the additivity of an information quantity is similar to the approach of Arimoto,
but the situation becomes more interesting for the case of quantum channels since entanglement
between channel uses might lead to the quantity being non-additive.

2

Summary of results

In this paper, we prove that a strong converse theorem holds for the classical capacity of all
entanglement-breaking channels [31, 62, 34] and their complementary channels, so-called Hadamard
channels [37, 40].
Entanglement-breaking channels can be modeled as the following process:
1. The channel performs a quantum measurement on the incoming state.
2. The channel then prepares a particular quantum state at the output depending on the result
of the measurement.
The channels are said to be entanglement-breaking because if one applies a channel in this class
to a share of an entangled state, then the resulting bipartite state is a separable state, having no
entanglement. An important subclass of the entanglement-breaking channels are quantum measurement channels, in which only the ﬁrst step above occurs and the output is classical. A few
authors have studied quantum measurement channels and their corresponding classical capacities
in order to interpret the notion of the information gain of a quantum measurement [35, 33, 16, 54]
(however, see also Refs. [73, 10, 70, 5] for diﬀerent interpretations of the information gain of a
quantum measurement).
Hadamard channels are the complementary channels of entanglement-breaking ones. That is,
the map from the input to the environment of an entanglement-breaking channel is a Hadamard
channel. Such channels are given the name “Hadamard” because their output is equal to the
2
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Hadamard (also known as Schur), i.e. entry-wise, multiplication of a representation of the input
density matrix with a positive semi-deﬁnite matrix. Some interesting channels fall into this class:
generalized dephasing channels [18, 77], cloning channels [6, 14], and the so-called Unruh channel
[6, 7, 8]. The generalized dephasing channel represents a natural mechanism for decoherence in
physical systems such as superconducting qubits [9], the cloning channel represents a natural process
that occurs during stimulated emission [48, 64, 43], and the Unruh channel arises in relativistic
quantum information theory [6, 7, 8], bearing connections to the process of black-hole stimulated
emission [69].
Our result thus sharpens our understanding of the classical capacity for these two classes of
channels, as motivated in the introduction. Also, there should be applications of our strong converse theorem in the setting of the noisy bounded storage model of cryptography as discussed in
Ref. [42], but we do not speciﬁcally address this application here. Moreover, this paper introduces
an information quantity, dubbed the “sandwiched Rényi relative entropy,” and we prove that it
satisﬁes monotonicity under quantum operations. This quantity should be of independent interest
for study in quantum information theory. It was independently deﬁned in [51].
We now give a brief sketch of the proof of the strong converse for entanglement-breaking channels, as a guide for the details given in the rest of the paper. The proof for Hadamard channels
follows some of the same steps, and it ultimately relies on their relation to entanglement-breaking
channels along with some additional steps.
1. First, we recall the argument of Sharma and Warsi [61] (which in turn is based on Ref. [56]), in
which they showed that any relative-entropy-like quantity that satisﬁes some natural requirements gives a bound on the success probability of any coding scheme. Let D(ρkσ) denote any
generalized divergence that satisﬁes monotonicity (data processing). From this generalized
divergence, one can deﬁne a Holevo-like quantity for a classical-quantum state of the form
in (2), via
χD (N ) ≡ max ID (X; B),
(3)
{pX (x),ρx }

where
ID (X; B) ≡ min D(ρXB kρX ⊗ σB ).
σB

Such a quantity itself satisﬁes a data processing inequality, which we can then exploit to
obtain a bound on the success probability for any (n, R, ε) code (a code that uses the channel
n times at a ﬁxed rate R and has an error probability no larger than ε).
2. We then introduce a “sandwiched” Rényi relative entropy, based on a parameter α and deﬁned
for quantum states ρ and σ as
e α (ρkσ) ≡
D

n 1−α
 o
1−α α
1
log Tr σ 2α ρ σ 2α
.
α−1

(4)

(See also Ref. [51]). This deﬁnition of the Rényi relative entropy is diﬀerent from the traditional one employed in quantum information theory [55] (see Refs. [41, 49] for applications of
this quantity). Recall that the Rényi relative entropy is deﬁned as [55]
Dα (ρkσ) ≡


1
log Tr ρα σ 1−α .
α−1
4

e α (ρkσ) ≤ Dα (ρkσ) for
However, it follows from the Lieb-Thirring trace inequality [45] that D
all α > 1. Also, one can easily see that the two quantities are equal to each other whenever
ρ and σ commute (when the states are eﬀectively classical).
e α (ρkσ) is monotone under quantum operations for all α ∈ (1, 2] and that it
We prove that D
reduces to the von Neumann relative entropy in the limit as α → 1. These properties establish
e α (ρkσ) as a relevant information quantity to consider in quantum information theory. In
D
particular, it will be useful for us in establishing the strong converse for entanglement-breaking
and Hadamard channels. We then deﬁne a Holevo-like quantity χ
eα (N ) via the recipe given
in (3).

3. Combining the above two results, we establish the following upper bound on the success
probability of any rate R classical communication scheme that uses a channel n times:
psucc ≤ 2−n(

α−1
α

)(R− n1 χeα (N ⊗n )) .

One can realize by inspecting the above formula that subadditivity of χ
eα would be helpful in
proving the strong converse, i.e., if the following holds

χα(N ).
(5)
χ
eα N ⊗n ≤ ne

4. Our next step is to prove that the Holevo-like quantity χ
eα is equal to an “α-information
radius” [63, 15, 49]:
e α (N ) ≡ min max D
e α (N (ρ)kσ).
χ
eα (N ) = K
(6)
σ

ρ

Proving this identity builds upon prior work in Refs. [60, 41].

5. At this point, we exploit two observations. First, conjugating a completely positive entanglementbreaking map by a positive operator does not take it out of this class—i.e., if MEB is a completely positive entanglement-breaking map, then so is X ◦ MEB for any positive operator X,
where the action of X ◦MEB on a density operator ρ is deﬁned by XMEB (ρ)X. Furthermore,
if M is an arbitrary completely positive map, then X ◦ M for any positive X is completely
e α (N ) in terms of
positive as well. Also, it is possible to interpret the α-information radius K
a “sandwiched” α-norm, deﬁned as
kAkα,X ≡ X 1/2 AX 1/2

α

,

for any positive operator X and where
√
kBkα ≡ Tr{( B † B)α }1/α .
With these deﬁnitions and that in (4), one can see that
e α (N ) ≡ min max
K
σ

ρ

α
logkN (ρ)k 1−α
.
α,σ α
α−1

King proved that the maximum output α-norm of an entanglement-breaking channel and any
other channel is multiplicative [39] for α ≥ 1, and Holevo observed that King’s proof extends
more generally to hold for a completely positive entanglement-breaking map and any other
5

completely positive map [32]. The following inequality then immediately results from these
observations
e α (NEB ⊗ N ) ≤ K
e α (NEB ) + K
e α (N ),
K

for NEB an entanglement-breaking channel and N any other channel. With the identity in
(6), it follows that
χ
eα (NEB ⊗ N ) ≤ χ
eα (NEB ) + χ
eα (N ),

and we can deduce the subadditivity relation in (5) for entanglement-breaking channels by
an inductive argument.

6. The bound on the success probability for any coding scheme of rate R when using an
entanglement-breaking channel then becomes as follows:
psucc ≤ 2−n(

α−1
α

)(R−eχα (NEB )) .

Finally, by a standard argument [52, 61], we can choose ε > 0 such that χ
eα (NEB ) < χ(NEB )+ε
for all α ≥ 1 in some neighborhood of 1, so that the success probability decays exponentially
fast to zero with n if R > χ(NEB ). The strong converse theorem for all entanglement-breaking
channels then follows.
The next section reviews some preliminary material, and the rest of the paper proceeds in the
order above, giving detailed proofs for each step. After this, we provide a proof of the strong
converse for the classical capacity of Hadamard channels. We then conclude with a brief summary
and a pointer to concurrent work in Refs. [50, 51, 23, 3].

3

Preliminaries

Operators, norms, states, maps, and channels. Let B(H) denote the algebra of bounded
linear operators acting on a Hilbert space H. We restrict ourselves to ﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces throughout this paper. The α-norm of an operator X is deﬁned as
√
kXkα ≡ Tr{( X † X)α }1/α .
Let B(H)+ denote the subset of positive semideﬁnite operators (we often simply say that an operator
is “positive” if it is positive semi-deﬁnite). We also write X ≥ 0 if X ∈ B(H)+ . An operator ρ is in
the set S(H) of density operators if ρ ∈ B(H)+ and Tr{ρ} = 1. The tensor product of two Hilbert
spaces HA and HB is denoted by HA ⊗ HB . Given a multipartite density operator ρAB ∈ HA ⊗ HB ,
we unambiguously write ρA = TrB {ρAB } for the reduced density operator on system A. A linear
map NA→B : B(HA ) → B(HB ) is positive if NA→B (σA ) ∈ B(HB )+ whenever σA ∈ B(HA )+ . Let
idA denote the identity map acting on a system A. A linear map NA→B is completely positive if
the map idR ⊗ NA→B is positive for a reference system R of arbitrary size. A linear map NA→B is
trace-preserving if Tr{NA→B (τA )} = Tr{τA } for all input operators τA ∈ B(HA ). If a linear map is
completely positive and trace-preserving, we say that it is a quantum channel or quantum operation.
A positive operator-valued measure (POVM) is a set {Λm } of operators satisfying Λm ≥ 0 ∀m and
P
m Λm = I.
6

Entanglement-breaking maps. Any linear map MA→B can be written in the following form:
X
MA→B (X) =
Nx Tr{Mx X},
(7)
x

for some sets of operators {Nx } and {Mx }. If Nx , Mx ≥ 0 for all x, then we say that the map is
entanglement-breaking [31, 62, 34, 32], and one can also verify that it is completely positive as well.
The following conditions are equivalent for an entanglement-breaking map MEB :
1. There is a representation of MEB of the form in (7) such that Nx , Mx ≥ 0 for all x.
2. The map MEB is completely positive and has a Kraus representation with rank-one Kraus
operators, so that
X
MEB (X) =
|ϕy ihφy |X|φy ihϕy |,
y

for some sets of vectors {|ϕy i} and {|φy i}.
3. For any integer d ≥ 1 and ρ12 ∈ S(H1 ⊗ Hd ), where Hd is a d-dimensional Hilbert space,
X
(MEB ⊗ idd )(ρ12 ) =
Fz ⊗ Gz ,
z

where Fz , Gz ≥ 0 for all z.
Remark 1 An important observation for the work presented here is that conjugating an entanglementbreaking map MEB by a positive operator Y does not take it out of the entanglement-breaking class.
For example, by defining the map Y(X) = Y XY , one can easily see that
X
(Y ⊗ idd )(MEB ⊗ idd )(ρ12 ) =
Y Fz Y ⊗ Gz ,
z

so that Y Fz Y, Gz ≥ 0 for all z and thus Y ◦ MEB is an entanglement-breaking map if MEB is.
(One can check that the other equivalent conditions still hold as well.)
The above property is the main reason why our proof of the strong converse follows from
King’s proof of the multiplicativity of the maximum output α-norm for entanglement-breaking
maps [39, 32]. King’s proof in turn exploits the following Lieb-Thirring trace inequality [45] (see
also [12]), which holds for B ≥ 0, any operator C, and for α ≥ 1:
Tr{(CBC † )α } ≤ Tr{(C † C)α B α }.

(8)

An entanglement-breaking map NEB is an entanglement-breaking channel if it is also tracepreserving. In this case, the above conditions are specialized, taking on a physical interpretation,
so that
P
1. The set {Mx } satisﬁes x Mx = I and corresponds to a positive operator-valued measure.
Each operator Nx is a density operator.

7

2. The sets of vectors {|ϕy i} and {|φy i} satisfy the overcompleteness relation:
X
|φy ihϕy |ϕy ihφy | = I.
y

3. The output state (MEB ⊗ idd )(ρ12 ) is a separable state (a convex combination of product
states) for any input.3
Complementary maps and Hadamard maps. A completely positive map MA→B has a
Kraus representation, so that its action on any input operator X is as follows:
X
MA→B (X) =
Ax XA†x ,
x

for some set of operators {Ax }. Such a map is a quantum channel if it is also trace preserving,
P †
which is equivalent to the following condition on the Kraus operators:
x Ax Ax = I. We can
deﬁne a linear operator VA→BE as follows:
X
VA→BE ≡
Ax ⊗ |xiE ,
x

for some orthonormal basis {|xi} for an environment system E. We recover the original map
MA→B (X) by acting ﬁrst with the linear operator VA→BE on the input and then taking a partial
trace over the environment system E:
o
n
†
.
MA→B (X) = TrE VA→BE (X)VA→BE

The map complementary to MA→B , denoted by MA→E or Mc , is recovered by instead taking a
partial trace over the output system B:
o
n
†
.
MA→E (X) = TrB VA→BE (X)VA→BE

Such a map is unique up to a change of basis for the environment system E.
In the case that MA→B is a channel, we say that the linear operator VA→BE is a Stinespring
dilation of the channel MA→B [66] and one can see that it acts as an isometry. We also say that
the map MA→E as deﬁned above is the channel complementary to MA→B if MA→B is a channel.
Finally, we say that a map (channel) is Hadamard if it is complementary to an entanglementbreaking map (channel) [40, 32].

4

Bounding the success probability with a generalized divergence

For convenience of the reader, in this section we now review the Sharma-Warsi argument that
bounds the success probability for any rate R classical communication scheme in terms of a generalized divergence [61]. This argument in turn is based on the classical argument in Ref. [56]. We
include this review for completeness.
3

This property is the reason why these channels are said to be “entanglement-breaking.”
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A generalized divergence D(ρkσ) is a mapping from two quantum states ρ and σ to an extended
real number.4 Intuitively, it should be some measure of distinguishability. A generalized divergence
is useful for us if it is monotone under a quantum operation N , in the sense that
D(ρkσ) ≥ D(N (ρ)kN (σ)).
Intuitively, one should not be able to increase the distinguishability of ρ and σ by processing with
a noisy quantum operation N .
From the above monotonicity property, we can conclude that D(ρkσ) is invariant under tensoring
with another quantum state τ , in the sense that
D(ρ ⊗ τ kσ ⊗ τ ) = D(ρkσ).

(9)

This is because tensoring with another system is a CPTP map, so that D(ρkσ) ≥ D(ρ ⊗ τ kσ ⊗ τ ),
while the partial trace is a CPTP map as well, so that D(ρ ⊗ τ kσ ⊗ τ ) ≥ D(ρkσ). The interpretation
of (9) is that the distinguishability of ρ and σ should be the same if we append an additional
quantum system in the state τ .
We can also conclude that it is invariant under the application of a unitary U , in the sense that
D(ρkσ) = D(U ρU † kU σU † ).
This follows because the maps U (·)U † and U † (·)U are CPTP, so that
D(ρkσ) ≥ D(U ρU † kU σU † ),

D(U ρU † kU σU † ) ≥ D(U † U ρU † U kU † U σU † U ) = D(ρkσ).
From this, we can conclude that the divergence reduces to a classical divergence (independent of
any orthonormal basis) for the case of commuting, qubit states. Let
ρp ≡ p|0ih0| + (1 − p)|1ih1|,
ρq ≡ q|0ih0| + (1 − q)|1ih1|,

for 0 ≤ p, q ≤ 1 and some orthonormal basis {|0i, |1i}. Let
δ(pkq) ≡ D(ρp kρq ).
It follows that δ(pkq) is independent of the choice of basis {|0i, |1i}.
From such a generalized divergence, we can then deﬁne a generalized Holevo information of a
channel N as
χD (N ) ≡ max ID (X; B)ρ ,
(10)
{pX (x),ρx }

where the optimization is over ensembles {pX (x), ρx } and
ID (X; B)ρ ≡ min D(ρXB kρX ⊗ σB ),
σB
X
ρXB ≡
pX (x)|xihx| ⊗ N (ρx ),
x

4

An extended real number can be finite or infinite.

9

where the optimization is over states σB . It is straightforward to show that the quantity ID (X; B)
obeys a data processing inequality by exploiting the fact that the generalized divergence D does
(see Lemma 1 of Ref. [61] for an explicit proof). In this case, a data processing inequality means
that

ID (X; B)ρ ≥ ID X; B ′ ω ,
for ωXB ′ ≡ (idX ⊗ EB→B ′ )(ρXB ), where EB→B ′ is a CPTP map.

4.1

Converse bound from a generalized divergence

We now review the converse argument from Refs. [61, 56] that gives a bound on the success probability for any rate R scheme for classical communication. Any (n, R, ε) protocol for communication
has the following form: A sender chooses a message uniformly at random from a message set
M ≡ {1, . . . , |M|}, where |M| = 2nR (it suﬃces for our purposes to suppose that the choice is uniform). The sender transmits a quantum state ρm (a quantum codeword) through n uses of the
channel N . The overall state at this point is described by the following classical-quantum state:
ρM B n ≡

X 1
|mihm|M ⊗ N ⊗n (ρm ).
|M|
m

The receiver applies a decoding POVM {Λm } to the output of the channel to produce an estimate
M̂ of message M . The resulting classical-quantum state is as follows:
ωM M̂ ≡

X 1

|mihm|M ⊗ Tr Λm′ N ⊗n (ρm ) m′ m′
|M|
′

M̂

.

m,m

The error probability of the scheme is ε if Pr{M̂ 6= M } ≤ ε. Also, without loss of generality, we
can assume that ε ≤ 1 − 2−nR (otherwise, the strong converse would already hold for rates above
the capacity since the error probability would obey the bound ε > 1 − 2−nR ). We now show how
to establish the following bound for any communication scheme as discussed above:


δ εk1 − 2−nR ≤ χD N ⊗n .
(11)

Let σB n denote an arbitrary density operator on the B n systems. From the properties of a
generalized divergence and the speciﬁcation above, we can deduce that

D(ρM B n kρM ⊗ σB n ) ≥ D ωM M̂ kωM ⊗ τM̂
≥ δ(Pr{M̂ 6= M }k1 − 2−nR )

≥ δ εk1 − 2−nR .

The ﬁrst
P inequality follows from monotonicity of the generalized divergence under the decoding
map m Tr{Λm (·)}|mihm|M̂ . Also, here, we are letting
τM̂ ≡

X
m

Tr{Λm σB n }|mihm|M̂ .

The second inequality follows from monotonicity of the generalized divergence under the “equality
test,” which is a classical map testing if the value in M is equal to the value in M̂ , i.e., (M, M̂ ) →
10

δM,M̂ (with δx,y the Kronecker delta function). This test produces the distribution (Pr{M̂ 6=

M }, Pr{M̂ = M }) when acting on the state ωM M̂ and the distribution 1 − 2−nR , 2−nR when
acting on the product state ωM ⊗ τM̂ . The last inequality follows from the monotonicity δ(p′ kq) ≤
δ(pkq) whenever p ≤ p′ ≤ q [56] (recall that we have Pr{M̂ 6= M } ≤ ε ≤ 1 − 2−nR ). Given that
σB n is an arbitrary density operator, we can recover the tightest upper bound on δ εk1 − 2−nR
by minimizing D with respect to all such σB n :

δ εk1 − 2−nR ≤ min D(ρM B n kρM ⊗ σB n ).
σBn

Finally, we can remove the dependence on the particular code by maximizing over all input ensembles:

δ εk1 − 2−nR ≤ max min D(ρXB n kρX ⊗ σB n )
{pX (x),ρx } σBn

= χD N ⊗n ,
where

ρXB n ≡

X
x

pX (x)|xihx|X ⊗ N ⊗n (ρx )

and the second line follows from the deﬁnition of χD .
Remark 2 In light of the above bound in terms of a generalized divergence, in hindsight, the
approach of Arimoto [2] (and the follow-up work [52, 41]) appears to be somewhat ad hoc. This
becomes amplified in the case of proving strong converse theorems for quantum channels, where one
can choose from many different divergences that all reduce to the same classical divergence. In the
next section, we define a divergence which gives bounds on the success probability that are tighter
than those from Refs. [52, 41].
Remark 3 If one employs the von Neumann relative entropy as the divergence, then one arrives
at the following weak converse bound:
R≤



1
χ N ⊗n + h2 (ε) ,
n(1 − ε)

where h2 (ε) ≡ −ε log ε − (1 − ε) log(1 − ε).

5

The sandwiched quantum Rényi relative entropy

We now deﬁne a “sandwiched” quantum Rényi relative entropy and prove several of its properties
that establish its utility as an information measure. In particular, the sandwiched Rényi relative
entropy is based on a parameter α, and its most important property is that it is monotone under
quantum operations for α ∈ (1, 2]. We deﬁne this quantity more generally on the space of positive
operators, since it might ﬁnd other applications in quantum information theory.
We begin by deﬁning a quasi-relative entropy, in the spirit of [55], and from this, we obtain the
sandwiched Rényi relative entropy.
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e α (AkB) is defined for every α ∈ (1, ∞) and
Definition 4 The sandwiched quasi-relative entropy Q
for A, B ∈ B(H)+ as
e α (AkB) ≡
Q

(

 o
n 1−α
1−α α
if supp(A) ⊆ supp(B)
Tr B 2α AB 2α
∞

otherwise

.

The sandwiched Rényi relative entropy is defined as
e α (AkB) ≡
D

1
e α (AkB).
log Q
α−1

e α was independently deﬁned in [68, 22, 51]. One could
The sandwiched Rényi relative entropy D
certainly deﬁne these quantities for all non-negative α, but we only deﬁne it for the above range
for simplicity since we use it just for α ∈ (1, 2].
One might suspect that there should be a relation between the sandwiched relative entropy and
the traditional one. Recall that the quantum Rényi relative entropy is deﬁned as
Dα (AkB) ≡


1
log Tr Aα B 1−α .
α−1

(12)

By applying the Lieb-Thirring inequality from (8), we see that the following inequality holds for
all α > 1:
e α (AkB) ≤ Dα (AkB).
D
(13)

This relationship is the main reason why the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy allows us to obtain
tighter upper bounds on the success probability of any rate R classical communication protocol.
Furthermore, whenever A and B commute, both of these entropies
are equal and reduce
to the
P
P
classical Rényi relative entropy. That is, suppose that A =
x ax |xihx| and B =
x bx |xihx|.
Then both quantities are equal to the classical Rényi relative entropy in such a case:
e α (AkB) = Dα (AkB) =
D

X
1
log
aαx b1−α
x .
α−1
x

e α (AkB):
We now prove four diﬀerent properties of the sandwiched quasi-relative entropy Q
unitary invariance, multiplicativity under tensor-product operators, invariance under tensoring with
another system, and joint convexity in its arguments. These four properties taken together then
e α (AkB) is monotone under noisy quantum operations. Monotonicity of
allow us to conclude that Q
e
e α (AkB) is monotone as well.
Qα (AkB) then implies that D
eα (AkB) is invariant under all unitaries U ,
Theorem 5 The sandwiched quasi-relative entropy Q
multiplicative under tensor-product operators A1 ⊗ A2 and B1 ⊗ B2 , and invariant under tensoring
A and B with another quantum system:


e α (AkB),
e α U AU † kU BU † = Q
Q
e α (A1 ⊗ A2 kB1 ⊗ B2 ) = Q
e α (A1 kB1 ) Q
e α (A2 kB2 ),
Q
eα (A ⊗ τ kB ⊗ τ ) = Q
e α (AkB).
Q
12

e α (AkB) is jointly convex in its arguments
For all α ∈ (1, 2], the sandwiched quasi-relative entropy Q
X
eα (Ax kBx ) ≥ Q
e α (AkB).
p(x)Q
x

where A =

P

x p(x)Ax

and B =

P

x p(x)Bx .

Proof. We establish unitary invariance by

 1−α α 

 1−α 


† 2α
†
† 2α
†
†
e
U BU
U AU
U BU
Qα U AU kU BU = Tr
n


α o
1−α
1−α
= Tr U B 2α U † U AU † U B 2α U †
α o
n
1−α
1−α
= Tr U B 2α AB 2α U †

o
n  1−α
1−α α
U†
= Tr U B 2α AB 2α
e α (AkB).
=Q

Multiplicativity under tensor-product operators follows because
n
 o
1−α
1−α α
e α (A1 ⊗ A2 kB1 ⊗ B2 ) = Tr (B1 ⊗ B2 ) 2α (A1 ⊗ A2 )(B1 ⊗ B2 ) 2α
Q
 1−α

 1−α
α 
1−α
1−α
2α
2α
2α
2α
= Tr
B1 ⊗ B2
(A1 ⊗ A2 ) B1 ⊗ B2
 1−α
α 
1−α
1−α
1−α
2α
2α
2α
2α
= Tr B1 A1 B1 ⊗ B2 A2 B2
α  1−α
α 
 1−α
1−α
1−α
2α
2α
2α
2α
⊗ B2 A2 B2
= Tr B1 A1 B1
e α (A1 kB1 ) Q
e α (A2 kB2 ).
=Q

Invariance under tensoring with another system then follows as a special case of multiplicativity
since we assume that Tr{τ } = 1.
P
Finally,
we prove that this quantity is jointly convex in its arguments A =
x p(x)Ax and
P
B = x p(x)Bx whenever α ∈ (1, 2]:
X
eα (Ax kBx ) ≥ Q
e α (AkB).
p(x)Q
x

Taking |γi =

where

P

e α (AkB) as
we can rewrite Q
n
p

o
p
eα (AkB) = Tr |γihγ| g(B)f g(B)−1/2 h(A)g(B)−1/2
Q
g(B) ,

i |ii|ii,

f (x) ≡ xα ,
g(B) ≡ B

α−1
α

⊗ BT

h(A) ≡ A ⊗ I.
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 α1

,

The function f (x) is operator convex for α ∈ (1, 2]. Also, g(B) is operator concave for α ∈ (1, 2]
because (L, R) 7−→ Lx ⊗ Ry is jointly operator concave on positive operators for x, y ≥ 0 and
x + y ≤ 1 (see Corollary 5.5 of [74]). Also, h(A) is clearly aﬃne. With all of this, it follows from
Theorem 5.14 of [74] that
p

p
g(B)f g(B)−1/2 h(A)g(B)−1/2
g(B)

e α (AkB) is jointly convex in its
is jointly operator convex. This then implies that the functional Q
arguments.
e α (AkB) then follows by using the above properties and a standard argument
Monotonicity of Q
e α (AkB), it follows that
detailed in Theorem 5.16 of [74]. Also, by inspecting the deﬁnition of D
e
e
Dα (AkB) is monotone given that Qα (AkB) is.
For convenience of the reader, this paper’s appendix reproduces the statements of Theorem 5.14,
Corollary 5.5, and Theorem 5.16 from [74].
e α and
Corollary 6 (Monotonicity) For all α ∈ (1, 2], the sandwiched quasi-relative entropy Q
e
the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy Dα are monotone under a quantum operation N :
e α (AkB) ≥ Q
eα (N (A)kN (B)),
Q
e α (AkB) ≥ D
e α (N (A)kN (B)).
D

We note that this corollary generalizes Theorem 21 of Ref. [19] beyond α = 2 (the above proof
e α (AkB) is in fact a straightforward generalization of the proof of Theorem 21
of joint convexity of Q
in Ref. [19]).

e α (ρkσ) is non-negative for
Corollary 7 (Positivity) The sandwiched Rényi relative entropy D
density operators ρ and σ and for α ∈ (1, 2].

P
Proof. Writing a spectral decomposition
for ρ as ρ = x p(x)|φx ihφx |, we can apply a “dephasing”
P
or “pinching” map ∆(·) ≡ x |φx ihφx |(·)|φx ihφx | to both states. From monotonicity, we ﬁnd that
e α (ρkσ) ≥ D
e α (∆(ρ)k∆(σ)) ≥ 0,
D

where the second inequality follows because the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy reduces to the
classical one, which we know is non-negative for probability distributions.
Corollary 8 (Equality conditions) For density operators ρ and σ and α ∈ (1, 2], the sandwiched
e α (ρkσ) = 0 if and only if ρ = σ.
Rényi relative entropy satisfies D

e α (ρkσ) = 0 simply by inspecting the deﬁnition of the sandwiched Rényi
Proof. If ρ = σ, then D
e α (ρkσ) = 0. In this case, we can perform an informationallyrelative entropy. Now suppose that D
complete measurement map on the states ρ and σ [57, 11, 58]. Such a measurement map has the
following form:
X
M(ω) =
Tr{Mx ω}|xihx|,
x

P
for some orthonormal basis {|xi} and operators Mx such that Mx ≥ 0 for all x and x Mx = I,
and it is informationally complete in the sense that all the parameters of the density operator ω
14

are encoded in the distribution Tr{Mx ω} of the outcomes. From monotonicity and positivity of the
e α (M(ρ)kM(σ)) = 0.
sandwiched Rényi relative entropy under quantum operations, it follows that D
But this Rényi relative entropy is with respect to classical states, and it is known that the equality
e α (M(ρ)kM(σ)) = 0 if and only
conditions for the classical Rényi relative entropies are that D
if Tr{Mx ρ} = Tr{Mx σ} for all x [15]. Since we chose the measurement to be informationally
complete, it follows that ρ = σ.
e α (ρkσ) = 0 =⇒ ρ = σ, suggested by an anonymous
An alternate proof of the implication D
referee, is as follows. Let U be any unitary and let ∆ be the dephasing or pinching map given
above. Then we have

 
 


e α ∆ U ρU † k∆ U σU †
e α (ρkσ) = D
e α U ρU † kU σU † ≥ D
= 0.
0=D

By the classical conditions for equality, it follows that ∆ U (ρ − σ)U † = 0 for any unitary U .
But then it immediately follows that Tr{B(ρ − σ)} = 0 for any Hermitian B, from which we can
conclude that ρ = σ.

e α (AkB) is jointly
Corollary 9 (Joint quasi-convexity) The sandwiched relative Rényi entropy D
quasi-convex in its arguments for α ∈ (1, 2], in the sense that
e α (AkB) ≤ max D
e α (Ax kBx ),
D
x

where A =

P

x p(x)Ax

and B =

P

x p(x)Bx .

e α (AkB):
Proof. This follows by employing joint convexity of Q

1
e α (AkB)
log Q
α−1
X
1
eα (Ax kBx )
log
p(x)Q
≤
α−1
x

e α (AkB) =
D

1
e α (Ax kBx )
log max Q
x
α−1
e α (Ax kBx ).
= max D

≤

x

Definition 10 The von Neumann relative entropy for A, B ∈ B(H)+ is defined as
D(AkB) ≡



Tr{A log A} − Tr{A log B} if supp(A) ⊆ supp(B)
.
∞
otherwise

e α (AkB)
Proposition 11 In the limit as α approaches one, the sandwiched relative Rényi entropy D
converges to the von Neumann relative entropy D(AkB) if Tr{A} = 1:
e α (AkB) = D(AkB).
lim D

α→1
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Proof. A proof follows by exploiting some ideas of Carlen and Lieb [13] and Ogawa and Nagaoka
[52]. It suﬃces to show that
n 1−α
 o
1−α α
∂
Tr B 2α AB 2α
= Tr{A log A} − Tr{A log B}.
∂α
α=1
This is because, in order to evaluate the limit, we require L’Hôpital’s rule, so that
1
e α (AkB)
log Q
α→1 α − 1
1
∂ e
= lim
Q (AkB)
eα (AkB) ∂α α
α→1 Q
n 1−α
 o
1−α α
∂
Tr B 2α AB 2α
.
=
∂α
α=1

e α (AkB) = lim
lim D

α→1

(In this proof, we will take log to denote the natural logarithm, but note that the result follows
simply by replacing the natural logarithm in both deﬁnitions with the binary logarithm.) We
assume that the support of A is contained in the support of B. Otherwise, there is nothing to
prove since both quantities are inﬁnite.
Let us rewrite the expression inside the trace, using α = 1 + ε, as

1+ε 
−ε
−ε
.
Tr B 2(1+ε) AB 2(1+ε)

Furthermore, we can use two parameters ε1 and ε2 so that the above expression is a special case of
(
1+ε2 )
−ε1
−ε1
.
f (ε1 , ε2 ) ≡ Tr
B 2(1+ε1 ) AB 2(1+ε1 )
We then have that
n 1−α
 o
1−α α
∂
Tr B 2α AB 2α
∂α

∂
f (ε, ε)
∂ε
ε=0
∂
∂
=
f (ε1 , 0)
f (0, ε2 )
+
∂ε1
∂ε2
ε1 =0
=

α=1

Consider the following Taylor expansions around ε = 0

X 1+ε = X + εX log X + O ε2 ,

−ε
X 1+ε = I − ε log X + O ε2 .

From these, we calculate f (ε1 , 0) as



−ε1
−ε1
2(1+ε
)
2(1+ε
)
1 AB
1
f (ε1 , 0) = Tr B


−ε1
1+ε1
= Tr AB

= Tr{A(I − ε1 log B)} + O ε21




= Tr{A} − ε1 Tr{A log B} + O ε21 .
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.
ε2 =0

It then follows that

∂
f (ε1 , 0)
∂ε1

ε1 =0

= −Tr{A log B}.

Assuming that the support of A is contained in the support of B, we then calculate f (0, ε2 ) as

f (0, ε2 ) = Tr A1+ε2

= Tr{A} + ε2 Tr{A log A} + O ε22 .

It then follows that

∂
f (0, ε2 )
∂ε2

= Tr{A log A}.
ε2 =0

Putting these together, we ﬁnd that
∂
f (ε, ε)
∂ε

5.1

ε=0

= Tr{A log A} − Tr{A log B} = D(AkB).

Holevo-like quantity from the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy

This section establishes a relation between χ
eα (N ) and an α-information radius quantity, deﬁned
below. The development here gives an improvement to Lemma I.3 in [41], such that we establish
an equality rather than two inequalities, as seen by comparing our Lemma 14 to Lemma I.3 in [41].
Definition 12 (α-Holevo information) By following the recipe given in (10), we define the αHolevo information of a channel N as follows:

where

χ
eα (N ) ≡

max

{pX (x),ρx }

χ
eα ({pX (x), N (ρx )}),

e α (ρXQ kρX ⊗ σQ ),
χ
eα ({pX (x), ρx }) ≡ min D
σQ
X
ρXQ ≡
pX (x)|xihx|X ⊗ (ρx )Q .
x

By exploiting the above deﬁnition and Deﬁnition 4, it follows that
#
"
 o
n 1−α
X
1−α α
1
.
χ
eα ({pX (x), ρx }) = min
pX (x)Tr σ 2α ρx σ 2α
log
σ α−1
x

(14)

Definition 13 (α-information radius) The α-information radius of a channel N [49, 15, 63] is
defined as
e α (N ) ≡ min max D
e α (N (ρ)kσ).
K
σ

ρ

e α (N ) are often referred to as an “information radius” is that if
The reason that quantities like K
e α as a distance measure (even though it is only a pseudo-distance), then it quantiﬁes
we think of D
eα.
the “radius” of the possible channel outputs N (ρ) with respect to the distance measure D
The following lemma is very helpful in analyzing whether χ
eα (N ) is additive for a given channel:
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e α (N ) for
Lemma 14 The α-Holevo information χ
eα (N ) is equal to the α-information radius K
α ∈ (1, 2]:
e α (N ).
χ
eα (N ) = K

e α (N ) ≤ χ
eα from
Proof. We ﬁrst prove the inequality K
eα (N ). Recalling the deﬁnition of Q
Deﬁnition 4, consider that
e α (N ) = min max D
e α (N (ρ)kσ)
K
σ

ρ

= min max
σ

=

ρ

1
e α (N (ρ)kσ)
log Q
α−1

1
e α (N (ρ)kσ)
log min max Q
σ
ρ
α−1

e α quantity and ﬁnd that
So now we focus on the Q

e α (N (ρ)kσ) ≤ min sup
min max Q
σ

ρ

σ

µ

= sup min
µ

=
=

σ

Z

Z

max

{pX (x),ρx }

eα (N (ρ)kσ)
dµ(ρ) Q

eα (N (ρ)kσ)
dµ(ρ) Q
X
e α (N (ρx )kσ)
min
pX (x)Q
σ

x

e α (ρXB kρX ⊗ σB )
min Q

max

{pX (x),ρx } σB

(15)

The ﬁrst inequality follows by taking a supremum over all probability measures µ on the set of
all states ρ. The ﬁrst equality
is a result of applying the Sion minimax theorem [65]—we can do
R
e α (N (ρ)kσ) is linear in the probability measure µ and convex in
so because the function dµ(ρ) Q
eα (N (ρ)kσ) in σ follows because
states σ. Convexity of Q
e α (N (ρ)kσ) = Tr
Q

α o
n
,
[N (ρ)]1/2 σ (1−α)/α [N (ρ)]1/2

x(1−α)/α is operator convex for α ∈ (1, 2] and xα is operator convex for α ∈ (1, 2]. The second
equality follows by an application of the Fenchel-Eggleston-Caratheodory theorem (see [21], for
e α (N (ρ)kσ) is continuous in ρ, which is a density operator acting on a
example): the function Q
d-dimensional Hilbert space, so that to each µ, there exists a probability distribution pX (x) on no
more than d2 letters such that
Z
X
eα (N (ρ)kσ) =
eα (N (ρx )kσ).
dµ(ρ) Q
pX (x)Q
x

eα and by deﬁning
The last equality in (15) follows from the properties of Q
X
ρXB ≡
pX (x)|xihx|X ⊗ [N (ρx )]B .
x
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So we can then conclude that
1
e α (ρXB kρX ⊗ σB )
log max min Q
α−1
{pX (x),ρx } σB
1
e α (ρXB kρX ⊗ σB )
log Q
= max min
{pX (x),ρx } σB α − 1

e α (N ) ≤
K

=χ
eα (N ).

e α (N ) ≥ χ
The proof of the other inequality K
eα (N ) is simpler. Consider that
χ
eα (N ) =

≤

max

{pX (x),ρx }

max

{pX (x),ρx }

e α (ρXB kρX ⊗ σ)
min D
σ

e α (ρXB kρX ⊗ σ)
D

e α (|xihx| ⊗ N (ρx )k|xihx| ⊗ σ)
≤ max D
x

e α (N (ρx )kσ)
= max D
x

e α (N (ρ)kσ).
≤ max D
ρ

e α (Lemma 9). Since the above inThe second inequality follows from joint quasi-convexity of D
e α (N ) ≥ χ
equality holds for all states σ, we can conclude that K
eα (N ). (This last realization is
what allows for the improvement over Lemma I.3 in [41].)

Remark 15 The above proof unchanged demonstrates that
χα (N ) = Kα (N ),

e α (N ), except through the
where these quantities are defined in the same way as χ
eα (N ) and K
traditional Rényi relative entropy defined in (12).

5.2

The sandwiched Rényi relative entropy is induced by a norm

We deﬁne the sandwiched α-norm of an operator A by
kAkα,X ≡ X 1/2 AX 1/2

α

,

for any positive operator X and where
√
kBkα ≡ Tr{( B † B)α }1/α .
With these deﬁnitions and that in (4), it is easy to see that for α > 1
e α (N ) ≡ min max
K
σ

= min
σ

ρ

α
logkN (ρ)k 1−α
α,σ α
α−1

α
.
log maxkN (ρ)k 1−α
α,σ α
ρ
α−1

(16)

This reformulation in terms of the sandwiched α-norm will make it easier to see that χ
eα is subadditive for the class of entanglement-breaking channels.
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6

Bounding the success probability with the sandwiched relative
Rényi entropy

Combining the results of the previous two sections (i.e., the bound in (11) and the fact that the
sandwiched Rényi relative entropy is a generalized divergence), we ﬁnd the following bound on the
success probability for any rate R scheme for classical communication over n uses of a quantum
channel N :
α−1
1
⊗n
(17)
psucc ≤ 2−n( α )(R− n χeα (N )) ,
e α satisﬁes all of the requirements from Section 4,
for all α ∈ (1, 2]. Indeed, since the divergence D
we ﬁnd the following bound


χ
eα N ⊗n ≥ δeα εk1 − 2−nR ,

e α . Since the following inequality holds for α > 1
where δeα is the classical divergence induced from D


1−α
1−α 
1
δeα εk1 − 2−nR =
log εα 1 − 2−nR
+ (1 − ε)α 2−nR
α−1

1−α 
1
log (1 − ε)α 2−nR
≥
α−1
α
log(1 − ε) + nR,
=
α−1
we arrive at (17). Thus, we have now reduced the proof of the strong converse to the subadditivity
of the quantity χ
eα (N ⊗n ).

7

Subadditivity of the α-information radius for entanglement-breaking
channels

The main result of this section is that χ
eα (N ⊗n ) ≤ ne
χα (N ) whenever N is an entanglement-breaking
channel. We start by recalling a deﬁnition and a theorem:
Definition 16 The maximum output α-norm of a completely positive map M is defined as
να (M) ≡ maxkM(ρ)kα .
ρ

Theorem 17 ([39, 32]) The maximum output α-norm is multiplicative for a completely-positive
entanglement-breaking map MEB and an arbitrary completely positive map M for all α ≥ 1:
να (MEB ⊗ M) = να (MEB ) να (M).
The following subadditivity relation then results from the above theorem:
Theorem 18 For an entanglement-breaking channel NEB and any other channel N and for all
α ∈ (1, 2], the following subadditivity relation holds
χ
eα (NEB ⊗ N ) ≤ χ
eα (NEB ) + χ
eα (N ).
20

Proof. We proceed with just a few steps:
e α (NEB ⊗ N )
χ
eα (NEB ⊗ N ) = K
α
log max k(NEB ⊗ N )(ρA1 A2 )kα,σ(1−α)/α
= min
ρA1 A2
σB1 B2 α − 1
B1 B2
α
≤ min
log max k(NEB ⊗ N )(ρA1 A2 )kα,σ(1−α)/α ⊗σ(1−α)/α
σB1 ⊗σB2 α − 1
ρA1 A2
B1
B2


α
≤ min
log maxkNEB (ρA1 )kα,σ(1−α)/α maxkN (ρA2 )kα,σ(1−α)/α
ρA1
ρA2
σB1 ⊗σB2 α − 1
B1
B2


α
= min
log maxkNEB (ρA1 )kα,σ(1−α)/α + log maxkN (ρA2 )kα,σ(1−α)/α
σB1 ⊗σB2 α − 1
ρA1
ρA2
B1
B2
e α (NEB ) + K
e α (N )
=K
=χ
eα (NEB ) + χ
eα (N ).

The ﬁrst equality follows from Lemma 14. The second equality follows from the observation in (16).
The ﬁrst inequality follows by minimizing over tensor-product states rather than general states.
The second inequality follows from the observation in Remark 1 (that an entanglement-breaking
(1−α)/2α
is still an entanglement-breaking map) and from
map conjugated by a positive operator σB1
Theorem 17. The last few equalities follow by applying the logarithm and from deﬁnitions.
The above subadditivity relation and an inductive argument are suﬃcient for us to conclude
the following corollary:
Corollary 19 For an entanglement-breaking channel NEB , for all α ∈ (1, 2], and for any positive
integer n, we have the following subadditivity relation:

8

⊗n
) ≤ nχ
eα (NEB ).
χ
eα (NEB

Final steps for the strong converse for entanglement-breaking
channels

Returning to (17), the subadditivity relation from Corollary 19 allows us to conclude the following upper bound on the success probability when communicating over an entanglement-breaking
channel NEB :
α−1
(18)
psucc ≤ 2−n( α )(R−eχα (NEB )) .
It follows by a standard argument [52, 41] that if R > χ(NEB ), then the success probability decreases
exponentially fast in n to zero. That is, we can analyze the derivative of Kα (NEB ) with respect to
α and as α → 1, Kα (NEB ) approaches minσ maxρ D(NEB (ρ)kσ) which we know is equal to χ(NEB )
[53, 60]. If R > χ(NEB ), one can always ﬁnd an α close enough to one such that the exponent


α−1
(R − χ
eα (NEB )) > 0.
α
One could then take a supremum over all α ∈ (1, 2] to optimize the exponent. We point the reader
to Section 6 of [26] for additional details of this standard argument. From this line of reasoning,
we can conclude the strong converse for entanglement-breaking channels.
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However, we can also prove this result with a diﬀerent approach. The resulting bound still gives
an exponential decay of the success probability, but the approach above gives a stronger decay since
it includes an optimization over the Rényi parameter α. Consider the following inequality from
Lemma 6.3 of Ref. [67]:
Dα (ρkσ) ≤ D(ρkσ) + 4(α − 1)(log ν)2 ,
(19)
where
1<α<1+

log 3
,
4 log ν

(20)
1

1

ν = 2 2 D3/2 (ρkσ) + 2− 2 D1/2 (ρkσ) + 1.
Combining the inequality above and in (13), we ﬁnd that
e α (ρkσ) ≤ D(ρkσ) + 4(α − 1)(log ν)2 .
D

(21)

We can use this bound to deduce the strong converse.
Consider the information radius [53, 60]:

min max D(NEB (ρ)kσ) = χ(NEB ).
σ

ρ

We know that there is an optimal value of σ for the above quantity, and let us call it σ ∗ . Furthermore, we know that
max D(NEB (ρ)kσ ∗ )
ρ

is a ﬁnite number (because it is equal to χ(NEB )). Thus, the support of NEB (ρ) is contained in
the support of σ ∗ for all ρ—otherwise, there would be some ρ that could make the above quantity
inﬁnite. So using (19), we have the following inequality holding for all ρ:
e α (NEB (ρ)kσ ∗ ) ≤ D(NEB (ρ)kσ ∗ ) + 4(α − 1)(log ν)2 ,
D

where

1

1

∗

(22)

∗

ν = 2 2 D3/2 (NEB (ρ)kσ ) + 2− 2 D1/2 (NEB (ρ)kσ ) + 1.

Since

1

2− 2 D1/2 (NEB (ρ)kσ
it follows that

∗)

np
√ o
NEB (ρ) σ ∗ ≤ 1,
= Tr

1

∗

ν ≤ 2 2 D3/2 (NEB (ρ)kσ ) + 2.

Also, since the support of NEB (ρ) is contained in the support of σ ∗ for all ρ, it follows that
D3/2 (NEB (ρ)kσ ∗ ) < ∞, so that
ν ≤ c(NEB ) < ∞,
where c(NEB ) is some constant that depends on the channel NEB (we can pick it to be independent
of ρ as well). Combining with (22), we ﬁnd that
e α (NEB (ρ)kσ ∗ ) ≤ max D(NEB (ρ)kσ ∗ ) + 4(α − 1)(log c(NEB ))2 .
max D
ρ

ρ

22

Taking one more minimization and recalling the choice of σ ∗ ﬁnally gives that
e α (NEB (ρ)kσ) ≤ min max D(NEB (ρ)kσ) + 4(α − 1)(log c(NEB ))2 ,
min max D
σ

ρ

which is equivalent to

σ

ρ

e α (NEB ) ≤ χ(NEB ) + 4(α − 1)(log c(NEB ))2 .
K

(23)

Finally, assume that R > χ(NEB ). We choose α as follows:


log 3
R − χ(NEB )
,1 ,
,
α = 1 + min
4 log c(NEB ) 8(log c(NEB ))2
so that the following inequality holds
1
χ(NEB ) + (α − 1)(log c(NEB ))2 ≤ (R + χ(NEB )).
2
(Furthermore, it is reasonable for us to assume that R is close enough to χ(NEB ) so that α is
actually equal to 1 + [R − χ(NEB )]/8(log c(NEB ))2 .) Using the bounds in (18) and (23), we then
obtain the following bound on the success probability for any classical communication protocol over
an entanglement-breaking channel:
psucc ≤ 2−n(

α−1
α

)(R−eχα (NEB ))

α−1
e
= 2−n( α )[R−Kα (NEB )]
2
α−1
≤ 2−n( α )[R−[χ(NEB )+4(α−1)(log c(NEB )) ]]

α−1
1
≤ 2−n( 2 )[R−[ 2 (R+χ(NEB ))]]
α−1
= 2−n( 4 )[R−χ(NEB )]
2

≤ 2−n[R−χ(NEB )]

/32(log c(NEB ))2

.

(24)

Thus, in the case that R > χ(NEB ), the success probability converges exponentially fast to zero.
One might be concerned about our restriction to rates near χ(NEB ), but it is also easy to see
that choosing α = 1 + √1n recovers the bound
ii
h
h
√ 
1√
− n 1+1/
R− χ(NEB )+ √4n (log c(NEB ))2
n

psucc ≤ 2

which decays to zero exponentially fast in

8.1

√

,

n for any rate R > χ(NEB ).

Prior results on particular covariant channels follow as a special case

We remark brieﬂy on how the prior results in Ref. [41] follow as a special case of our approach.
There, Koenig and Wehner showed that the strong converse theorem holds for all covariant channels
with an additive minimum output Rényi entropy. For these channels, they proved that



χα N ⊗n = n log d − Hαmin (N ) ,
23

where the minimum output Rényi entropy of a channel is deﬁned as
Hαmin (N ) ≡ min Hα (N (ρ)),
ρ

Hα (σ) ≡

1
log Tr{σ α }.
1−α

By following a development similar to that in the previous section, the strong converse for these
channels follows.
To recover their result, we can modify the proof of Theorem 18 as follows:
e α (N1 ⊗ N2 )
χ
eα (N1 ⊗ N2 ) = K
α
= min
log max k(N1 ⊗ N2 )(ρA1 A2 )kα,σ(1−α)/α
σB1 B2 α − 1
ρA1 A2
B1 B2
α
log max k(N1 ⊗ N2 )(ρA1 A2 )kα,π(1−α)/α ⊗π(1−α)/α
≤
ρA1 A2
α−1
B1
B2
= log d1 + log d2 − Hαmin (N1 ⊗ N2 ),

where we denote the maximally mixed state by π. The inequality follows simply by making the
suboptimal choice of setting σB1 B2 to be the maximally mixed state. Thus, if Hαmin (N1 ⊗ N2 ) =
Hαmin (N1 ) + Hαmin (N2 ) for some particular channels N1 and N2 , we can then conclude additivity
of χ
eα (N1 ⊗ N2 ). All the classes of channels considered by Koenig and Wehner have the property
that the minimum output entropy of the channel and any other channel is additive. Thus, one can
conclude additivity of Hαmin (N ⊗n ) by an inductive argument that is the same as what we used in
Corollary 19. The rest of the proof follows easily after establishing subadditivity of χ
eα (N ⊗n ).
The above development in fact shows that we obtain a strong converse rate of log d − H min (N )
for any channel for which its minimum output Rényi entropy is additive for all α ≥ 1. (In the
above, H min (N ) denotes the minimum output von Neumann entropy of the channel.)
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Strong converse for the classical capacity of Hadamard channels

We now prove that the strong converse holds for the classical capacity of Hadamard channels. This
result follows from the following theorem, along with some additional arguments:
Theorem 20 ([40, 32]) If the maximum output α-norm is multiplicative for one pair of completely positive maps M1 and M2 :
να (M1 ⊗ M2 ) = να (M1 ) να (M2 ),
then the same is true for their respective complementary maps Mc1 and Mc2 :
να (Mc1 ⊗ Mc2 ) = να (Mc1 ) να (Mc2 ).
e α[σ] (N )
Definition 21 Given a given channel N and a state σ on the output space of N , let K
denote the α-information radius of the channel around σ:
e [σ] (N ) ≡ max D
e α (N (ρ)kσ).
K
α
ρ

24

(25)

e α (N ) = minσ K
e α[σ] (N ).
Note that by deﬁnition, K
By a similar development as in Section 6, we ﬁnd that the following inequality holds for any
code of rate R with success probability 1 − ε that uses the channel n times:

1−α 

1
≤χ
eα N ⊗n
log (1 − ε)α 2−nR
α−1
e α (N ⊗n )
=K
⊗n
e α[σ ] (N ⊗n ).
≤K

where σ is an arbitrary state on the output system of a single channel. We now choose σ as the
optimal state in the Schumacher-Westmoreland characterization of χ(N ) [60]:
χ(N ) = min max D((N (ρ)kσ).
σ

ρ

For this, note also the previously used fact
e [σ] (N ) ≤ χ(N ) + 4(α − 1)(log ν)2 .
K
α

Thus, we ﬁnd the following bound on the success probability:
psucc = 1 − ε ≤ 2−n(

α−1
α

)(R− n1 Ke α[σ

⊗n ]

(N ⊗n ))

.

(26)

The crucial observation, which in fact we also used to prove the strong converse for entanglementbreaking channels, is that
n
 o
1−α α
e [σ] (N ) = max 1 log Tr σ 1−α
2α N (ρ)σ 2α
,
K
α
ρ α−1
which is

α
α−1

times the logarithm of the maximum output α-norm of the sandwiched map
(X ◦ N )(ρ) ≡ XN (ρ)X,

1−α

with X = σ 2α .
Now, we ﬁrst prove that the strong converse holds for a Hadamard channel NH whose complementary channel NHc is in the interior of the set of entanglement breaking channels.5 In such a
1−α
case, X = σ 2α becomes arbitrarily close to the identity operator I for α suﬃciently close to one.
e α[σ] (NH ) = +∞,
(Without loss of generality, we can assume that σ has full rank—otherwise either K
or we can reduce the size of the output system without aﬀecting the performance of a given code.)
But then, the complementary map (X ◦ NH )c is arbitrarily close to NHc , and hence (always for
suﬃciently small α > 1) it is arbitrarily close to a completely positive entanglement-breaking map.
So it follows that (X ◦ NH ) is a Hadamard map for α suﬃciently close to one, and Theorem 20
implies that its maximum output α-norm is multiplicative, so that the α-information radius around
σ is subadditive:
1 e [σ⊗n ] ⊗n
e α[σ] (NH ).
K
(NH ) ≤ K
n α
5

Such channels have the property that their Choi matrix is in the interior of the set of separable states. That the
interior of the set of entanglement-breaking channels is non-empty then follows from [27].

25

Hence, from (26), we ﬁnd the following upper bound on the success probability:
1 − ε ≤ 2−n(

α−1
α

)(R−Ke α[σ] (NH )) .

By following the same steps as in Section 8 (always choosing α suﬃciently close to one), the strong
converse follows, with a bound on the success probability that converges exponentially fast to zero.
For a Hadamard channel NH whose complement NHc is on the boundary of the set of entanglementbreaking channels, the argument above does not apply, since the perturbation inﬂicted by sandwiching with X ≈ I might take the complementary channel outside the set of entanglement-breaking
maps. However, we can use the following continuity argument: For p ≥ 0, consider the depolarizing
channel on the environment system E:
Dp (ρ) = (1 − p)ρ + p

I
Tr ρ,
|E|

with a suitable Stinespring isometry Wp : E → E ⊗ F , where |F | = |E|2 . Then, not only is
Mcp ≡ Dp ◦ NHc entanglement-breaking, but it is in the interior of the set of entanglement-breaking
channels whenever p > 0. Furthermore, in the limit as p → 0, Mcp converges to Mc0 = NHc . Hence,
a similar limiting argument applies for the map Mp :
Mp → M0 = NH ⊗ |0ih0|,
where M maps A to B ⊗ F , via M(ρ) = TrE {Wp V ρV † Wp† }. By the continuity of the Holevo
information χ in the channel [44], we observe that χ(Mp ) → χ(NH ).
Furthermore, NH = TrF ◦Mp , so that every code for NH is immediately a code with the same
rate and error parameters for Mp . Now we can choose, for an n-block code of rate R > χ(NH )
and error ε, a p > 0 such that R > χ(Mp ). At this point the strong converse follows for Mp by
the previous argument, and hence also for NH .
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Conclusion

We have proven a strong converse theorem for the classical capacity of all entanglement-breaking
and Hadamard channels, and these results strengthen the interpretation of the classical capacity for
these channels. Our result follows by obtaining tighter bounds on the success probability in terms
of a “sandwiched” Rényi relative entropy. This information measure should ﬁnd other applications
in quantum information theory, given that many other information measures can be obtained from
a relative entropy.
We have left the superadditivity of χ
eα (N1 ⊗ N2 ) for two channels as an open question, but Beigi
has recently provided a solution to this problem [3]. That is, Beigi has proved that the following
inequality holds for any two channels:
χ
eα (N1 ⊗ N2 ) ≥ χ
eα (N1 ) + χ
eα (N2 ).

Such an inequality for χα easily follows—one can employ the Sibson identity to ﬁnd an explicit form
for χα and then the inequality follows by simply choosing a suboptimal tensor product ensemble for
e α (ρkσ)
χα (N1 ⊗ N2 ) (see Ref. [41]). However, it is not clear to us that a Sibson identity holds for D
except for when the states ρ and σ are commuting. So the proof of the above inequality is more
advanced than the usual approach.
26

Finally, it might be possible to use the tools developed in Refs. [47, 46] in order to prove strong
converse theorems, but this remains an open question.
Note: After completing the work for the ﬁrst version of this paper, we discovered that other
authors had already deﬁned [68, 22] and proved [50, 20] some of the properties of the sandwiched
Rényi relative entropy. However, only the deﬁnition of the sandwiched Rényi relative entropy was
publicly available at the time when we completed this work. These authors have posted details of
their work, now published in Ref. [51].
Since our original arXiv post, there has been more activity in developing the sandwiched Rényi
relative entropy. In particular, Müller-Lennert et al. have been able to prove many of their conjectures concerning this quantity in a second version of their paper, while Frank and Lieb have
proved that it is monotone under quantum operations for all α ∈ [1/2, ∞] [23]. Simultaneously,
Beigi provided a diﬀerent proof that it is monotone for all α ∈ (1, ∞) [3].
Acknowledgements—We are grateful to Min-Hsiu Hsieh, Joe Renes, and Graeme Smith for
helpful discussions and to Marco Tomamichel for carefully reading our paper and pointing out a
correction to a previous version of Proposition 11. We thank Frédéric Dupuis, Marco Tomamichel,
and Serge Fehr for passing along Refs. [68, 22, 50, 20]. MMW is grateful to the quantum information
theory group at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona for hosting him for a research visit during
April-May 2013. AW’s work is supported by the European Commission (STREP “QCS”), the
European Research Council (Advanced Grant “IRQUAT”) and the Philip Leverhulme Trust. DY’s
work is supported by the ERC (Advanced Grant “IRQUAT”) and the NSFC (Grant No. 11375165).

A

Appendix

We reproduce here, for convenience of the reader, the statements of Theorem 5.14, Corollary 5.5,
and Theorem 5.16 from [74].
Theorem 22 (Theorem 5.16 [74]) Let g : D ⊆ Md1 × · · · × Mdn → Md be a map on the direct
product D of n positive operators, and similarly h : D ′ ⊆ Md′1 ×· · · ×Md′n → Md . Suppose that g is
jointly operator concave and positive and h is semi-definite. Let I ∋ 0 be the positive/negative real
half line depending on whether h is positive or negative semi-definite. For any function f : I → R
with f (0) ≤ 0, define F : D ′ × D → Md as
p

p
g(R).
F (L, R) ≡ g(R)f g(R)−1/2 h(L)g(R)−1/2
We consider joint operator convexity of F in its n + m arguments. F is jointly operator convex
on positive operators for which g is invertible if at least one of the following holds: 1) h is jointly
operator concave and f is operator anti-monotone. 2) h is affine and f is operator convex.

Corollary 23 (Corollary 5.5 [74]) Md × Md ∋ (L, R) → Lx ⊗ Ry is jointly operator concave
on positive operators for x, y ≥ 0 with x + y ≤ 1.
Theorem 24 (Theorem 5.16 [74]) Consider a functional F : D ⊆ Md × · · · × Md → R which
is defined for all dimensions d ∈ N. Suppose that F satisfies 1) joint convexity in D, 2) unitary

invariance, i.e., for all A ∈ D and all unitaries U ∈ Md (C), it holds that F U A1 U † , . . . , U An U † =
F (A1 , . . . , An ), and 3) invariance under tensor products, meaning that for all A ∈ D and all density
27

operators τ ∈ Md′ (C), we have F (A1 ⊗ τ, . . . , An ⊗ τ ) = F (A1 , . . . , An ). Then F is monotone with
respect to all CPTP maps T : Md (C) → Md′′ (C), in the sense that for all A ∈ D,
F (T (A1 ), . . . , T (An )) ≤ F (A1 , . . . , An ).
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